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Ensure your students get to grips with the core practicals and develop the skills needed to succeed with an in-depth assessmentdriven approach that builds and reinforces understanding; clear summaries of practical work with sample questions and answers
help to improve exam technique in order to achieve higher grades. Written by experienced teacher Nora Henry, this Student Guide
for practical Chemistry: - Help students easily identify what they need to know with a concise summary of required practical work
examined in the A-level specifications. - Consolidate understanding of practical work, methodology, mathematical and other skills
out of the laboratory with exam tips and knowledge check questions, with answers in the back of the book. - Provide plenty of
opportunities for students to improve exam technique with sample answers, examiners tips and exam-style questions. - Offer
support beyond the Student books with coverage of methodologies and generic practical skills not focused on in the textbooks.
Help students to apply and develop their knowledge, progressing from basic concepts to more complicated Chemistry, with worked
examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout - Provides support for all 12 required practicals with activities
that introduce practical work and other experimental investigations in Chemistry - Offers detailed examples to help students get to
grips with difficult concepts such as Physical Chemistry calculations - Mathematical skills are integrated throughout the book and
all summarised in one chapter for easy reference - Allows you to easily measure progression with Differentiated End of Topic
questions and Test Yourself Questions - Develops understanding with free online access to Test yourself Answers, an Extended
Glossary, Learning Outcomes and Topic Summaries AQA A-level Chemistry Year 1 includes AS-level
Covering A-level Year 2 for the 2015 AQA specification, this student book combines the most comprehensive explanation with
features that build skills in practical work, maths and evaluation. With a clear path of progress, it prepares students for the
demands of A-level and beyond.
The AQA A Level Chemistry Revision Guide provides comprehensive, specification-matched content, packed with engaging
revision and practice material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to test your knowledge and
skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.
The OCR A Level Chemistry A Revision Guide provides comprehensive, specification-matched content, packed with engaging
revision and practice material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to test your knowledge and
skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.
Help students to apply and develop their knowledge, progressing from basic concepts to more complicated Chemistry, with worked
examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout. - Provides support for all 12 required practicals with activities
that introduce practical work and other experimental investigations in Chemistry - Offers detailed examples to help students get to
grips with difficult concepts such as Physical Chemistry calculations - Mathematical skills are integrated throughout the book and
all summarised in one chapter for easy reference - Allows you to easily measure progression with Differentiated End of Topic
questions and Test Yourself Questions - Develops understanding with free online access to Test yourself Answers, an Extended
Glossary, Learning Outcomes and Topic Summaries
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: A-level Chemistry First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017 AQA approved
AQA Approved Help students to apply and develop their knowledge, progressing from basic concepts to more complicated
Chemistry, with worked examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout - Provides support for all 12 required
practicals with activities that introduce practical work and other experimental investigations in Chemistry - Offers detailed examples
to help students get to grips with difficult concepts such as Physical Chemistry calculations - Mathematical skills are integrated
throughout the book and all summarised in one chapter for easy reference - Allows you to easily measure progression with
Differentiated End of Topic questions and Test Yourself Questions - Develops understanding with free online access to Test
yourself Answers, an Extended Glossary, Learning Outcomes and Topic Summaries AQA A-level Chemistry Year 1 includes ASlevel.
The only textbook that completely covers the Oxford AQA International AS & A Level Chemistry specification (9620), for first
teaching in September 2016. Written by experienced authors, the engaging, international approach ensures a thorough
understanding of complex concepts and provides exam-focused practice to build exam confidence. Help students develop the
scientific, mathematical and practical skills and knowledge needed for Oxford AQA assessment success and the step up to
university. Ensure students understand the bigger picture, supporting their progression to further study, with synoptic links and a
focus on how scientists and engineers apply their knowledge in real life.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Chemistry First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2017 AQA Approved
Help students to apply and develop their knowledge, progressing from basic concepts to more complicated Chemistry, with worked
examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout. - Provides support for all 12 required practicals with activities
that introduce practical work and other experimental investigations in Chemistry - Offers detailed examples to help students get to
grips with difficult concepts such as Physical Chemistry calculations - Mathematical skills are integrated throughout the book and
all summarised in one chapter for easy reference - Allows you to easily measure progression with Differentiated End of Topic
questions and Test Yourself Questions - Develops understanding with free online access to 'Test yourself' answers and an
extended glossary.
Part of the series of AS and A2 revision guides, this title gives students what they need to know for the AQA exams. It includes
material organised into bite-sized chunks of information.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Chemistry First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2016 Ensure your
students get to grips with the core practicals and develop the skills needed to succeed with an in-depth assessment-driven
approach that builds and reinforces understanding; clear summaries of practical work with sample questions and answers help to
improve exam technique in order to achieve higher grades. Written by experienced teachers Tim Waite and Amber Waite, this
Student Guide for practical Chemistry: - Help students easily identify what they need to know with a concise summary of required
practical work examined in the A-level specifications. - Consolidate understanding of practical work, methodology, mathematical
and other skills out of the laboratory with exam tips and knowledge check questions, with answers in the back of the book. Provide plenty of opportunities for students to improve exam technique with sample answers, examiners tips and exam-style
questions. - Offer support beyond the Student books with coverage of methodologies and generic practical skills not focused on in
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the textbooks.
A2-Level Chemistry AQA Complete Revision & Practice
Written by experienced examiners Alyn McFarland and Nora Henry, this Student Guide for Chemistry: - Helps you identify what
you need to know with a concise summary of the topics examined in the AS and A-level specifications - Consolidates
understanding with tips and knowledge check questions - Provides opportunities to improve exam technique with sample answers
to exam-style questions - Develops independent learning and research skills - Provides the content for generating individual
revision notes
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: A Level Subject: Chemistry First teaching:
September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Fully revised and updated for the new linear qualification, written and checked by
curriculum and specification experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new course whilst delivering
the maths, practical and synoptic skills needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. The book uses clear straightforward
explanations to develop real subject knowledge and allow students to link ideas together, while developing essential exam skills.

Fully revised and updated for the new linear qualification, written and checked by curriculum and specification experts,
this Student Book supports and extends students through the new course while delivering the breadth, depth, and skills
needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond.
Recaps the essential knowledge needed to prepare for the exams with summary and exam-style questions, maths skills
activities, exam tips and advice. Double Award mapping is clearly indicated with an icon for those topics that are also
covered in the AQA Level 1/2 Certificate in Science: Double Award. Key practicals and an advice section are included to
support students experimental data handling skills, and answers to all questions appear at the back of the book,
providing instant feedback.
Practise and prepare for AQA A-level Chemistry with hundreds of topic-based questions and one complete set of exam
practice papers designed to strengthen knowledge and prepare students for the exams. This extensive practice book
raises students' performance by providing 'shed loads of practice', following the 'SLOP' learning approach that's
recommended by teachers. - Consolidate knowledge and understanding with practice questions for every topic and type
of question, including multiple-choice, multi-step calculations and extended response questions. - Develop the
mathematical, literacy and practical skills required for the exams; each question indicates in the margin which skills are
being tested. - Confidently approach the exam having completed one set of exam-style practice papers that replicate the
types, wording and structure of the questions students will face. - Identify topics and skills for revision, using the page
references in the margin to refer back to the specification and accompanying Hodder Education Student Books for
remediation. - Easily check answers with fully worked solutions and mark schemes provided in the book.
This title covers the AQA level 1/level 2 certificate in chemistry and contains a huge range of exam-style practice
questions, arranged by topic for targeted revision - with detailed answers included.
COLOURED EDITION! Tired of writing your own revision notes? Unsure what to put in and what to leave out? Use
professional ones! These condensed revision notes (coloured flashcards) are designed to facilitate memorization. They
have been created by a very experienced, professional Chemistry tutor. Dr C. Boes has successfully taught over fifty Alevel students in the last ten years. Many of these have achieved excellent grades in their exams and went on to study
medicine. These notes contain all the necessary exam knowledge in a short, easy to memorize form. Each page covers
the key facts, such as definitions or equations, of a single topic, without the distraction of unnecessary information.
Knowing them by heart makes it easy to get top grades. Tried, tested and proven by past tuition students, they are an
effective and successful tool to prepare for exams. They have been adapted to the new AQA Chemistry A-level Year 1 &
AS syllabus (from Sept 15).This book is organized in chapters according to the syllabus and allows natural progression in
sync with your school work. Created with great care, it includes important information specific to exam questions. The low
price offers great value and gives many students the opportunity to experience its benefits. This small book will save you
hours of painstaking note writing. It is less messy than loose paper sheets and easy to carry around. Memorize on the
bus or while you wait. Try it now! This is the coloured version of the black & white edition 'A-Level Chemistry Revision
Notes AQA Year 1 & AS - New Syllabus 2015' (ISBN-10: 1519797869).
Based on principles of cognitive science, this three-step approach to effective revision combines knowledge, retrieval and interleaving, and
extensive exam-style practice to help students master knowledge and skills for GCSE success. UK schools save 50% off the RRP! Discount
will be automatically applied when you order on your school account.
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level: A Level Year 2 Subject: Chemistry First teaching:
September 2015 First exams: June 2017 Fully revised and updated for the new 2015 specification, written and checked by curriculum and
specification experts, this Student Book supports and extends students through the new course while delivering the breadth, depth, and skills
needed to succeed in the new A Levels and beyond. Covers all the content required for the second year of AQA A Level Chemistry studies.
Written by experienced examiners Alyn McFarland and Nora Henry, this Student Guide for Chemistry: -Identifies the key content you need to
know with a concise summary of topics examined in the A-level specifications - Enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips
and knowledge check questions, with answers at the end of the guide -Helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to
exam-style questions -Develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Chemistry First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam: June 2016 With My Revision Notes:
AQA A Level Chemistry you can: - Manage your own revision with step-by-step support from experienced teacher and examiner Rob King Apply biological terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words - Plan and pace your revision with the revision planner - Test
understanding with questions throughout the book - Get exam ready with last minute quick quizzes available on the Hodder Education
website
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